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American Ninja Warrior (sometimes abbreviated as ANW) is an American sports entertainment competition
that is a spin-off of the Japanese television series Sasuke.It features hundreds of competitors attempting to
complete a series of obstacle courses of increasing difficulty in various cities across the United States, in
hopes of advancing to the national finals on the Las Vegas Strip, in hopes ...
American Ninja Warrior - Wikipedia
Plot. A powerful terrorist known as "The Cobra" (Marjoe Gortner), has infected Sean Davidson, the American
ninja, with a deadly virus as human guinea pigs in his biological warfare experiments.Sean and his partners
Curtis Jackson (Steve James) and Dexter (Evan J. Klisser) have no choice but to fight The Cobra and his
army of genetically-engineered ninja clones led by the female ninja Chan Lee ...
American Ninja 3: Blood Hunt - Wikipedia
The American Legion was chartered and incorporated by Congress in 1919 as a patriotic veterans
organization devoted to mutual helpfulness.
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